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Japji Sahib is our spiritual Guru in our odyssey into the universe of our mind and depths of
consciousness. It is an arduous advent that demands our intellect, discipline, and action. It is a
mystical journey - of our conscience, conscious and subconscious mind - in pursuit of
enlightenment and lasting bliss through realizing the Divine in the inmost sanctum of our
mind.It was composed by Guru Nanak (1469-1539), the founder of Sikhism, which is based on
his Gur-mat (Guru’s Spiritual Philosophy). Japji is his most significant contribution, written in
the last year of his life, and appears as the first spiritual text in the voluminous Sikh Scripture.
Prescribed as the first daily prayer for Sikhs, it may be contemplated by anyone at any time, of
any religion or of none, as the espousal of its noble virtues is the root and blossom of spiritual
life. Thus, our spiritual and secular life are holistically one.Above all, it is a personal and lengthy
engagement between Nanak and his readers, and all seekers of spiritual truths, where he
unveils his cumulative metaphysical experience of his lifelong quest to realize the Divine.Like
the religious style of the period and place, Japji is poetic. But it is exceedingly breviloquent.
Nanak uses analogies to impart his teachings to his audience. His approach is allegorical. But
they have been literally translated and augmented by ancient Vedic thought, rather than
illuminated with Gurmat. This book is a compact text of Nanak’s pioneering spirituality through
Japji. It explores its uniqueness in relation to its sacred discourse and plugs the ambiguities
and irrationalities that have beset it through years of misapprehensions. In doing so, it strives to
stay on Nanak’s pristine path. Thus, this book will take you to where no other on Japji has,
even though no one can truly claim to have successfully translated the genius of Nanak’s
mind.Religions speak of spirituality but Sikhism is spirituality to begin with. It arose in the 15th
century onto an age of reason and discovery. Contrary to popular belief, the spirituality of
Nanak is not a syncretism or amelioration of the ancient religions of Hinduism and Islam. There
is no point in founding a new spiritual path if it is going to be a “copy and paste” of the old. For
Sikhs who have memorized it and are familiar with its usual interpretation, this book will
challenge what they have understood. Nevertheless, our interpretative version is geared
towards all inquisitors regardless of religious affiliation.The very notion that we are sacrosanct,
or that the Divine is within us, would have been blasphemous to medieval minds as Divinity
was beheld to be celestially bestowed only on king and emperor. It was a brave statement for
the dauntless Nanak to propagate in a subcontinent that is spellbound for aeons by religious
idols and icons, and deities and divinities of every description and imagination. And with a
population entrenched in the rigours of caste and entranced by mantras, tantras, and yatras
which were antithetical to Nanak’s beliefs.“Journeying into Divinity through Japji Sahib” is our
first interpretative translation of the Sikh Gurus’ revealed and revered verses. It is followed by
“Sohila: Song of Joy and Praise”, a short and beloved paean of the Sikhs. They constitute the
breath of the devout whose day begins with the meditation of Japji and ends with the prayer of
Sohila before sleep. The only sure way to understand Sikhi is through the shabads, which are
lyrical spiritual discourses, and not be diverted by the myths and hearsays that surround it. The
source of Sikh spiritual enlightenment is in the shabads embodied in the holy Granth, revealed,
delivered, signed, sealed, and consecrated in 1708 by the last and Tenth Sikh Guru as our
everlasting and Eternal Guru.
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Journeying into DivinityGuru Nanak’s Spirituality ofUniversal Oneness§D�à interpretative
translationand exposition of his sacred verses in“JAPJI SAHIB”ANGELINE
BHATIAAMBROSIAL BOOKSThe Revealed and Revered Verses of the Sikh GurusFirst
published in the U.K. in 2020 as eBook by Ebook Tops UKThe Ambrosial Book SeriesRevealed
and Revered Verses of the Sikh Gurusambrosialbooks@gmail.comCopyright © Angeline
Bhatia**********¡ÊG £Š	 ¡ªp¢j>  š�£Z9£ð £ŠB£
� ¡ª\£š? £š�£ê0 –T ae so chandhaa ougaveh sooraj charreh
hodhiaan gur bin ghor anddhaarGuru AngadRaag AsaSGGS p463Even if a hundred moons
were to shine and a thousand suns riseThere would still be darkness without the Guru’s
light.**********1. DISCLAIMERThis book is based on the writer’s exegesis of Sikhi, the spiritual
philosophy and discourses (oupdaesh šk¢jG£Š<) of Guru Nanak and his mystical journey through Japji
Sahib. It is not about the religion of Sikhism per se or its Code of Conduct (Rehat Maryada) for
the initiated Khalsa Sikh.2. DEDICATIONTo all seekers of spiritual truthand the curious-
minded3. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTThis translation is the inspired outcome of reviewing many
hours of YouTube videos on “Jup Banee” by Dr Kaminder Singh Dhillon. Translations of Japji
Sahib in books and on the internet are likewise acknowledged.4. DIRECTIONAs our focus here
is on spiritual edification, we will endeavour to unearth the Gurbani[1] gems from Nanak’s inner
mind as our shared consciousness is his doctrine of divine oneness. Since Sikhi is his peerless
spirituality, it is prudent we pursue a philosophical approach and refrain from using other
religious dogmas and practices, myths and mythologies, or cosmological sciences, into our
interpretative translation.5. TABLE OF
CONTENTSPREFATORYDisclaimerDedicationAcknowledgmentDirectionTable of
ContentsPrefacePART IIntroductionNotes and Comments on TranslationHistorical
IntroductionPrevious TranslationsOur Version and Critical DiscussionPART IIJapji
SahibInterpretative Translation10. �Exploration and ExplanationPART III11. �Appreciationa.
Interpretation of Hukamb. Interpretation of the Five Khands12. �ConclusionPART IVDiagrams,
Chart, Glossary, Map, Images13. �Table 1: Spiritual Ascendancy to Five Realms14.  �Chart 1:
Oceans of Consciousness15.  �Spiritual and Universal Laws16.  �House of Nanak17.  �Glossary of
Terms18.  �Map 1: Punjab prior 194719.  �Images of Guru Granth SahibjiBIBLIOGRAPHY20. �Text
and Internet References6. PREFACEJap Bani[2] is our spiritual Guru in our odyssey into the
universe of our mind and depths of consciousness. It is an arduous advent that demands our
intellect, discipline, and action. It is a mystical journey - of our conscience, conscious and
subconscious mind - in the pursuit of enlightenment and lasting peace through realizing the
Divine in the inmost sanctum of our mind.Composed by Guru Nanak (1469-1539), the founder
of Sikhi[3], it was the culmination of his life’s spiritual search and his most potent contribution.
Japji[4] is the first shabad[5] in the holy Guru Granth Sahib-ji[6] and the epitome of its
voluminous scripture. Prescribed as the first daily prayer for Sikhs, it may be contemplated by
anyone at any time, of any religion or of none, as the espousal of its noble virtues is the root
and blossom of spiritual life.Above all, it is a personal and lengthy engagement between Nanak
and his readers, and all seekers of spiritual truths, where he unveils his metaphysical
experience of his lifelong quest to realize the Divine and the everlasting bliss this brings.Like
the religious literary style of the medieval period and place, Japji is poetic. But it is exceedingly
breviloquent. Nanak used numerous analogies to impart his messages to his audience. His
approach was allegorical, and they had been literally translated and augmented by ancient
Vedic thought, rather than illuminated with Gurmat[7]. This book is a compact text of Nanak’s
philosophy through Japji. It explains its novel spirituality as regards its sacred shabad and



plugs the ambiguities (and irrationalities) that had plagued it through years of
misapprehensions. In doing so, it strives to stay on Nanak’s pristine path. Thus, this book will
bring you to where no other on Japji has. Still, no one can truly claim to have successfully
translated the genius of Nanak’s mind. For Sikhs who have memorized the shabad and are
familiar with its usual explanation, this will challenge what they have understood. Nonetheless,
our interpretative version is geared towards all inquisitors regardless of religious affiliation. The
very notion that we are sacrosanct, or that the Divine is within us, would have been
blasphemous to medieval minds as divinity was beheld to be celestially bestowed only on king
and emperor or perhaps the pontiff and brahmin head priest. It was a brave statement for the
dauntless Nanak to propagate in a subcontinent that has been spell-bound for aeons by
religious idols and icons of deities and divinities of every description and imagination. And with
a population entrenched in the rigours of caste and entranced by occults, superstitions, and
rituals which all went contrary to Nanak’s convictions. Journeying into Divinity through Japji
Sahib, is the first in our anthology of ambrosial books. The next is a translation of a short and
beloved paean of the Sikhs, “Sohila: Song of Joy and Praise”. Both shabads constitute the
breath of a Gurmukh[8] whose day begins with the meditation of Japji and ends with the prayer
of Sohila before sleep. The only sure way to understand Sikhi is through its shabads, which
are lyrical spiritual discourses, and not be diverted by the store of myths and hearsays that
surround it. The source of enlightenment is from the shabads enshrined in the holy Guru
Granth, the only authority on Sikhi, revealed, signed, sealed, delivered, and consecrated by the
Tenth Sikh Guru in 1708, as our everlasting and Eternal Guru.Angeline BhatiaLondon,
2020PART I**********‘I bring from the East what is practically an unknown religion.’Max Arthur
Macauliffe (1841 – 1913)The Sikh Religion: Its Gurus, Sacred Writings and Authors (6
vols)Oxford University Press, 1909**********¢ºB¡úK  j�¢�> ¢Ú0¢à ¡Z> ¢ê(£š? ¢Ú�¡0 ¢ª0¡z>£ŠA –Y4`ooto aanda
paragaas¡Z>¡ú@ ¢ÊG£
@ ¢ª�£• ¢JG ¡zA£
? ¡Z@¢Š@ ¢Êp¢j? ¡j2£ê8¤� –T¶��FVP baeree pageh thae gur
Maru, SGGS p.1002The egg of superstition hath burst, the mind is illuminedThe Guru hath cut
the fetters off the feet and freed the captive.translated by Max Arthur Macauliffein “The Sikh
Religion”, 1909**********7. INTRODUCTIONVirtually every translation of Japji Sahib relies on
its explanation on selective references from the ancient Puranic, Vedic, Yogic or Buddhist
sources to the Semitic (Judaistic and Koranic) texts. Religions speak of spirituality but Sikhi is
spirituality from start. Sikhism is not an ancient religion. It emerged in the 15th century onto a
new world and in an Age of Reason and Discovery. In the Indian subcontinent, the Bhakti
(devotional) movement had emerged where bhagats[9] like Kabir[10] were denouncing their
rigid caste system and the hypocrisy of their Hindu and Muslim faiths and drawing their circle
of followers. But it was the ingenious Guru Nanak who managed to make a concrete difference
with his definitive spiritual and social ideology that captured the hearts and minds of his people.
It was a spirituality where equality, fraternity, and morality form the basis of society. What was
the point of founding a new faith if it were merely a “copy and paste” of the ancient ones?
Nanak’s Sikhi was a novel spiritual vision and an altruistic and sanguine way of living life.Unlike
scores of eastern philosophies that consider our world an illusion, Sikhi esteems life as
sacrosanct and real because we live in it and we are the world. Unlike the renunciates,
ascetics, and celibates, and those who absorb themselves in daily rituals or pray fervently for
blessings of health, wealth, and a secure afterlife, Sikhi regards this as our only chance of life.
We should thus be conscientious and caring to our family, society, and the world we live in. Our
responsibility is in the here and now. There is no rationale to postulate a future life.
Reincarnation and an afterlife are unprovable claims, propounded by clergies to instil fear in us.
In our inherited blood and hugely evolutionized mind, are registries of countless life episodes of



our distant past. Scraps of facts might inadvertently surface subconsciously, and vivid images
of a bygone era may flash briefly in the minds of a minuscule few. A true follower of the Guru,
however, is nonchalant by any past lives and unperturbed by a hypothetical afterlife and, in this
regard, is carefree by nature.All through history, priests, preachers, politicians, and power
mongers are bent on controlling our mind. Propagating, indoctrinating, and intoxicating us with
their rules, dogmas, religious canons, and laws devised for the betterment of society. Yet over
the millennia, we have not been relieved of crime, inequality, discrimination, corruption, poverty,
disease, or war. Until we revolutionise our mind, mould it into naam (noble virtues), and realize
within our consciousness the oneness of humanity and divinity, only then would we begin to
see the Guru’s light.However, it is unhelpful to plunge the reader straight into the translation of
Nanak’s abstruse text so here is our background understanding to his unprecedented
spirituality… …In the alluvial plains of medieval Punjab in 1469, some 57 miles west of Lahore
in what is now Nankana Sahib in Pakistan, Nanak was born. Though Sikhs are acquainted with
his Japji, most are unaware of its potency. Thus, all seekers, whether Sikh or non-Sikh,
religious or otherwise, should begin from the first step as the spirituality of Japji ultimately
leads to a transformation of mind and consciousness.To begin, it is imperative that our
hereditary mind be liberated -- from all pre-existing religious encumbrances which, consciously
or unconsciously, have infiltrated and instigated it during its evolutionary history -- so that it can
start thinking without its shackles and experience the spiritual benefits and blessings this
brings. Thereby making our secular and spiritual life holistically one. As searchers of spiritual
truths, we have not only perceived but believed in the omnipresence of the Divine or there is
nothing palpable for us to begin seeking. In the Mool Mantar[11], Nanak reveals to us an
immaculate notion of the timeless ultimate reality[12] that is epitomized by naam (divine
virtues). Nanak’s concept of God is thus mystical and beyond gender. Exalted virtues are its
spiritual thrust. However, following tradition, the male gender has been conveniently attributed
in our writing, discussion, and translation. The Guru Granth (sacred Sikh Scripture) begins with
the conjoined sign, Ek-Oankar (§B’À translated here as The Divine-Oneness. Ek(¦r• means The
One, which connotes the supremacy of God who is self-emanated, self-sustained and eternal.
Oankar is His creative aspect which created the supreme laws and powers of hukam. His will is
its command to fire and fuel the cycle of creation, preservation, and destruction. The God of
Nanak is almighty and serene and He and His hukam are indivisibly and divinely One. He is
thus in all his creation through hukam. This foundational concept, like others, will be re-
explained and expanded as we go along.With the Divine in us, it is thus futile for us to seek
Him in holy rivers or celestial heavens. Why seek Him through penances and in pilgrimages, in
animals, idols, and rituals, or anywhere else for God manifests Himself in us. As He resides
and rules inside us, it is advisable that we make our mind wholesome and worthy of
accommodating Him.Hukam is also the law of causality. It adjudicates our conduct throughout
life and pronounces[13] its judgement on us. From the moment of conception, God is
immanent in us through hukam until the moment of our passing and at a time of His choosing.
Nanak thus instructs us to abide by it. This is the first and preordained rule of the path.
Embracing hukam, our mind would be cleared from wandering, egoistical and flagrant
thoughts. The energy thus released would cleanse our unconscious and subconscious mind
which is not only loaded with all we have experienced or been traumatized in life but holds
woolly data of our antecedent past and prejudices. It is this copious unconscious history that
conditions our conduct and thought processes and manifests our biases. Its dense archive
clogs our mind and inhibits our ingenuity and spiritual growth.An invaluable mind-tool in our
spiritual pursuit is suniai, the discipline of listening to the shabad. Though we may sit and listen



indefinitely, fleeting thoughts may distract our focus. Thus, to listen effectively is to give our sole
attention and understand what we hear; to contemplate and reflect. In other words, to learn. In
spirituality, suniai is an ongoing process. Once we have mastered a subject, it becomes
knowledge and is stored as a finished product in our brain. But spirituality is never about the
past or the anticipated future, but the present. The daily regimen of contemplative meditation
leads to continual internalization of virtues which is the praxis of spiritual life. An indispensable
complementary instrument is maney or believing which in spirituality must include the
inculcation, cultivation, and execution of noble virtues. Consequently, our consciousness gets
mystically transfigured into virtues ad infinitum. Suniai and maney are the means of entry into
our mind universe, as virtues and humility are integral facets of a spiritual life.Across the
fathomless oceans of our complex mind, Japji ferries us safely into the inner recesses of our
conscience, conscious, subconscious, and unconscious mind. Here are the processors and
processes of our intellect, boosted by our practice of suniai and maney. A conscience that is
enlightened creates a general awareness of what is right and wrong. It becomes a processor of
moral reasoning, an assessor of our decisions and actions. With mindfulness, we realize our
enlightened conscience. Navigating single-mindedly into the inner realms of our mind, our
spiritual awakening leads to exhaustive cleansing of our consciousness with godly virtues.
Eventually, it transcends into ambrosial virtues and merge harmoniously with the Divine into a
supreme state of perpetual psychological and spiritual equipoise[14], experienced by the
steadfast seeker, that surpasses all sensations and explanations. This is our blessing, as our
devotional diligence has elevated us spiritually to divine eminence.Pivotal Gurmukhi
nomenclatures have been italicized when they cannot be justifiably substituted with an English
equivalent. Principal virtues/vices for example remain transliterated. Their meanings, however,
are bracketed or explained in footnotes. Although five cardinal virtues[15] were universalized in
Sikhi, there remain numerous others. The same applies to the five vices[16] or “thieves” that
obstruct our spiritual progress. Likewise, with the five khands (realms) in Japji, for in practice,
we may lose our way or veer into a different realm before finding mukti[17]. Traditionally, in
eastern religions, the number 5 (panj) is favoured but it has no theological basis in Sikhi and is
neither auspicious nor superstitious. From time to time, Nanak uses conventional concepts in
his shabads. These are for us to unravel or resolve. Hence his principle of rahao, which is his
directive to us to pause, ponder, and reflect deeply on his stipulated verse.Finally, Nanak refers
to his spirituality as Sikhi which is respected throughout this book. “...ism” is an English suffix
denoting a religious classification, as in Sikhism, Hinduism, and Buddhism which could
eventually lead to confusion, distortion, manipulation, and disappearance of their lexicon and
original doctrine. Nonetheless, it is premature to use the term Sikhism, at this stage, as Sikhi
will continue to burgeon with nine successive Gurus for another two hundred-odd years. Until
we know what Sikhi is, it is premature to attempt a trusty definition of Sikhism.8. NOTES AND
COMMENTSON TRANSLATION(a) Historical BackgroundSikh history and
philosophy have primarily been studied through the eyes of British, Hindu, and Muslim authors
as Sikhs had not been recording and translating their history to us in the past. Our language
had also hindered their transmission. Thus, most of us are ignorant of the prodigious Guru
Nanak and his nirmal (unique) spirituality.[18]After the passing of the Tenth (and Last) Sikh
Guru, his disciple Banda[19] Singh Bahadur assumed command as a Khalsa Sikh General and
launched a crusade in 1709 to free the indigenous poor from over two centuries of Mughal
dominance and increasing fanaticism. He conquered lands between the Sutlej and Yamuna
rivers[20] and distributed them to peasant farmers. Under him, Sikhs fought[21] offensively for
the first time. He made Lohgarh fort (in Bilaspur) on a ridge in the Himalayas his capital and



ruled for six years before he and his men were finally surrounded, captured, publicly flayed,
and butchered to death. But he had signalled to all Sikhs that a small band of doughty fighters
could take on the mighty Mughal forces, destabilize its authority and drain its military. The
history of Punjab is turbulent and tragic. Freedom was stolen from them by waves of barbaric
and fanatic Islamic invaders from the west as early as the 8th century and its Muslim
population boomed through forced conversions, mixed marriages, progenerations[22],
barbarous tortures, and exterminations of those infidel Hindus and Sikhs who refused to be
converted to Islam. Nanak’s ministry coincided with the conquest of Punjab by Babur, founder
of the Mughal dynasty that became the longest-ruling foreign power in the subcontinent.Nanak
bypassed his sons and chose his follower whom he renamed Angad (lit. part of my limb), to
succeed him. Primogeniture had no part in Nanak’s decision despite being the norm. The
custom of an automatic succession of the legitimate firstborn male is still practised amongst
aristocratic families and royalties today. Age was also immaterial to the succession[23]. The
Fourth Guru, Ramdas, bypassed his unworthy older sons and appointed his youngest son,
Arjan to succeed him. For tampering with a word in the Granth to appease the Mughal
Emperor Aurangzeb, the Sixth Guru disowned Ram Rai, his 9-year-old son[24], and appointed
his 5-year-old brother, Har Krishen as the Seventh Guru[25]. The Fifth Guru, Arjan, who
completed the compilation of their Holy Granth and installed it at their newly built Harmandir
Sahib in their new-found city of Amritsar in 1604, was the first Guru to be born of Sikh
parentage. He was also the first to be barbarously tortured to death by the new Mughal
Emperor Jahangir who feared his position threatened by the rising popularity of the Guru. The
Guru was soon martyred for refusing to expunge Islamic lexis from the Granth and embrace
Islam. Thenceforth, like their Guru, it was writ in the blood of all Gurmukhs (true Sikhs of the
Guru) that they would unflinchingly face torture and death than betray their faith. Even all the
last Guru’s children (sahibzadas)[26] stoutly gave their lives to Sikhism, during his lifetime. The
history of Sikhism summarily became analogous with its blood of martyrdom.In the premodern
period, jihad was furiously carried out on Sikhs and a reward was put on their head. While the
Mughal forces were preoccupied with annihilating them and quelling the rebelling Marathas to
the south, Nadir Shah and his horde from Persia penetrated Peshawar and plundered and
pillaged their way into Lahore and proceeded to sack Delhi. As the Mughal vassals north of
Delhi deserted the Sultan of Delhi, he surrendered the keys of the Mughal treasury to Nadir
Shah who raided it before returning home with his colossal loot[27]. Ahmed Shah (Abdali)
from the Durrani tribe of Afghanistan promptly assaulted his way in to fill the power vacuum. He
issued a fatwa against Sikhs and they were fanatically sought and slaughtered. A Chotta
Ghallughara (Minor Holocaust) transpired in 1746 with his help during the dying days of the
Mughals, and a Vadda Ghallughara [28](Major Holocaust) followed in 1762 under his reign until
no Sikh could be found on the plains of the Punjab[29] and words that linked to Sikhism were
banned. Those who survived had fled to the foothills of the Himalayas, the deserts of
Rajasthan, neighbouring Sind, or towards Delhi. Abandoning their homes and their
gurdwaras[30] which became occupied and controlled by the ascetic Udasis[31] and other
Hindu sects[32] . They had betrayed the Sikhs to Abdali and thus escaped his persecution. The
Hindu mahants[33] ushered in their ceremonial rituals, rites, and idols into the gurdwaras and
blended their Vedic and Puranic dogmas into Sikh scriptures and religious services. To this day
it has irretrievably muddled the minds of Sikhs and non-Sikhs alike, as some have come to
regard the religion as an offshoot of Hinduism whilst some see it as a syncretism of Hinduism
and Islam.(b) Previous TranslationsThe earliest bid to translate the Sikh scripture
into English was commissioned by the British East Company to a German linguist and



Christian missionary, Earnest Trumpp (1828 - 1885). In 1877, he published “Adi Granth or The
Holy Scriptures of Sikhs”. This was repulsed by Sikhs due to his insensitivity and ignorance of
their religion.Following this, Raja Bikram Singh of Faridkot commissioned the first full-scale
Punjabi commentary of the Guru Granth by religious scholars and leaders. Thence, the
Faridkot Teeka became the classic reference text for subsequent translations and
interpretations of Sikhi.Meanwhile, the Sikhs had commissioned Max Arthur Macauliffe
(1841-1913) to undertake an English translation of their Granth. In 1881, he reported in the
Calcutta Review, “Notwithstanding the exertions of the Gurus, the Sikhs of the Punjab have
now completely relapsed into idolatry and …...their worship in all respects resembles that of
the Hindus.” [34] Macauliffe resigned as Assistant District Judge of Punjab and spent his next
ten years working with religious and learned scholars of Sikhi. In the preface to his six volumes
of “The Sikh Religion, Its Gurus, Sacred Writings and Authors”, 1909, he indicated that part of
his aim was to redress the insults which Trumpp had inflicted on the Gurus and their
religion. He was shunned by his peers for being an advocate of an alien faith and snubbed by
British officialdom and the Church. But he was, by no means, the first British to be ostracized
by his people. Moreover, he was shunned by some affluent Sikhs who were patriotic to the
British, a few[35] of whom had converted to Christianity.Sixty years earlier in 1849, or a
hundred and forty years after the passing of the Tenth Guru, a learned and promising Scottish
political agent in Punjab, Joseph Davey Cunningham[36] (1812 - 1851) published “A Sikh
History - From the Origin of the Nation to the Battles of Sutlej” and appended his rendition of
Japji and other shabads. In his book, he was critical of Governor-General Hardinge’s strategy
towards the Sikh Kingdom and was swiftly demoted to regimental duty.Hindu authors followed
much later with their version of Japji into English by replicating Macauliffe’s work and
explicating them with dogmas from Vedantism[37]. This approach, however erudite, is
extraneous to our understanding of Nanak’s philosophy. Most provided a literal translation that
swayed our incognizant minds. Many digressed into ambiguities and further fuelled our
confusion of what Sikhi is about. There are several exegeses of Japji from the Hindu, Sikh[38],
and offshoot sects like the Radhasoamis[39]. Some deconstructed Japji into two separate
identities. Jap being interpreted as intensive meditating until the ego is erased and the door of
divinity opens, and as a result, ji (the meditator) is reborn[40]. Some ascribed it as an
outpouring song of the soul pining for the Divine[41]. Some figured it to be scientific evidence
of the Big Bang Theory as the cosmos were much deliberated[42]. Other explanations flipped
from cosmology to ecology, from creation to evolution, from karma to reincarnation, to Hindu
deities and dogmas, and, in recent years, to experimental and quantum physics. Yet some
identified it as a New Age treatise. Others translated it in the mode of Christian hymns[43].
Many continue to debate whether it is monotheism, monism, pantheism, panentheism, or
deism.Japji became open to interpretation (and obfuscation) by translators according to their
background, religion, qualifications, and idiosyncrasies. As it was a highly regarded and
puissant text, many sects[44] adopted it as their liturgy. There is, however, a place for literal
translations and preservation of local idioms provided their spiritual meaning is unequivocal to
the reader. But in Japji, this is often not the case. Unsurprisingly, translators resorted back to
the “standard”[45] or internet rendition when it begins to baffle them. It might sound ironic but
once we grasped the spirituality of Nanak, we might cull some sense from their literal
translations. For those who read Punjabi, such translations help immensely in remembering its
verses as they are as close as you get to a word for word translation.Since we have not
bothered or have the audacity to scrutinize previous translations, they continue to be religiously
disseminated. Devotees tend to accept religious interpretations at face value to show their



reverence and fail or refuse to see that Sikhi could be twisted by self-serving clergies and
dictators along the way, manipulated by agenda-driven politicians and aided by complicity of
media and academics of the day. Any fresh interpretation is often met with suspicion and even
hostility. Unless we raise our intellect, which might sound impertinent, we would not only lose
the veracity of this admirable faith but regress to an unconscious stupor:
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